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UniSA Library: here for you
Support for your teaching:

- Request new resources
- Put your textbook on High Demand
- Make your course readings online - Digital Readings Service
- Copyright advice
- Information research skills – face2face & online
- Subject guides - for all disciplines
- Online workshops – e.g. Legal Research Workshop
- Videos
- Off Campus Library Service
The work of the professor becomes consequential only as it is understood by others. Yet, today, teaching is often viewed as a routine function, tacked on, something almost anyone can do. When defined as scholarship, however, teaching both educates and entices future scholars.


The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) is conceptualised by Kreber (2005) as “the practical, intellectual and critical work done by university teachers that facilitates student development toward significant educational goals.”

This guide supports university teachers, particularly those new to SoTL, to conduct research or evaluation about teaching and learning. Further, this guide assists teaching staff to identify appropriate discipline related journals and conferences to publish their findings, so they may in a scholarly manner, contribute to teaching and learning discussions and debates nationally and internationally.
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